Passage Torres Strait Four Centuries
torres strait: the region and its people - torres strait: the region and its people david lawrence and helen
reeves lawrence the reef-strewn passage known as torres strait, between cape york at the northeast tip of
mainland australia and the southwest coast of papua new guinea, is only a little over 150 kilometres wide but
contains over 100 islands, islets, coral reefs and cays. from early torres strait and coast pilots' service whether torres strait or barrier reef passages used by ships trading from sydney and melbourne to india and
the east were safer, shorter and cheaper than the passage round the south of australia and cape leeu-win, and
across the indian ocean. statistics produced by shipowners revealed that the torres strait passage fishes from
fresh and brackish waters of islands in torres ... - fishes from fresh and brackish waters of islands in
torres strait, far north queensland ... the islands of torres strait can be grouped into four main geographical
types. two of these are torres strait islanders by anna shnukal - the majority of torres strait islanders have
always lived in queensland although they now seek educational and career opportunities further afield. in 1966
over 97 per cent of torres strait islanders were living in queensland; in 1971 the percentage had fallen to about
78 per cent and in 1996, the most recent commonwealth census, to 57 per cent. the discovery of torres
strait - espacebrary.uq - through torres strait in the months of september and october, 1606. although we
have no log-book, chart or journal from torres, we have a few documents which give some details of his
passage through the strait. unfortunately these documents have caused a lot of confusion by their omissions,
apparent contradictions, and obvious errors. torres strait tidal analysis - link.springer - gannet passage
(figure 1), at the western entrance to the strait, has a minimum depth of 9.8 m and is the controlling depth to
torres strait and the inner barrier reef. in recent years, increased ship draught and capacity has resulted in the
arrival of ships drawing more than 9 m. to enter torres strait these ships must wait until torres pilots pty ltd
- torres strait as a pssa in 2005. in 1991 the australian government enacted legislation for compulsory pilotage
in the inner route of the great barrier reef (gbr) between cape york and cairns and the hydrographers passage.
compulsory pilotage in torres strait and great north east channel (gnec) was introduced on 6 october 2006.
aboriginal and torres strait islander health practice ... - four members sit on the aboriginal and torres
strait islander health practice council as prescribed by the national law. registered aboriginal and torres strait
islander health practitioner members: ms lisa penrith dip prac mgt, cert iv phc, cert iv flm, cert iv wt&a ad, cert
nursing – president transit passage th rough international straits - transit passage th rough international
straits 181 through the waterway is innocent, passage of warships is permissible and the coastal state cannot
require prior authorization. states in time of peace have a right to send their warships through straits used for
international navigation between two parts of the high seas with- brisbane head office torres pilots - torres
strait the two (2) tidally restricted, and therefore controlling, areas for transiting torres strait, the inner route
and the great north east channel (gnec), are varzin passage and the prince of wales (pow) channel. utilisation
of daily tide rises enables the service to pilot vessels through these areas with a maximum sailing draft tide
tables torres strait and great barrier reef - 4. lads passage and fairway channel 4.1 the tidal height
regime along lads passage is remarkably uniform with none of the major differences experienced over short
distances that are evident in torres strait. 4.2 height data for five secondary ports (58680 to 58740) in lads
passage may be found in the
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